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"While Hispanics have an arsenal of consumer electronics,
smartphones and laptop computers are the must-haves.

These devices enable Hispanics to communicate with
friends and family, navigate their surroundings, and

consume content."
Juan Ruiz, Director of Hispanic Insights

This report looks at the following areas:

• Less-affluent Hispanics stay with “core” consumer electronics
• The growing popularity of laptops
• Different online activities call for different devices

In addition to these two devices, Hispanics show higher purchase intent for most consumer electronics
when compared to all US consumers. Still, with so many options to choose from and with models
changing quickly, it is up to brands to help Hispanics move from intention to purchase.
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Figure 17: Share of internet users that access the internet through their phones more than through computers – Trended, by Hispanic
origin, October 2011-November 2016
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Almost half of Hispanic players have a PlayStation, but others not far behind
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Hispanics still lag for online shopping
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Figure 25: Incidence of shopping online – Past three months, by Hispanic origin and language spoken at home, October
2015-November 2016
Source: Simmons Research, Fall 2016 NHCS Adult Study 12-Month. Copyright: [2017] Simmons Research, Inc. All rights reserved/
Mintel.

More focus on mobile

More focus on content/experience

Smartphones and laptop computers take priority

Hispanics love their TVs

Younger Hispanic men may have to sell their purchase intent to others in the household

Hispanics are online

Different devices prompt different activities online

Hispanics own an arsenal of consumer electronics

Hispanics no longer over index for smartphones

Hispanics continue to over index for gaming devices
Figure 27: Hispanics’ personal ownership of technology products, indexed to all, January 2017

Hispanics gravitating toward laptop computers

Media players are losing appeal (and practicality)
Figure 28: Hispanics’ personal ownership of technology products – Select devices and 2015-2017 percent change, January 2017

Ownership of game consoles significant among younger Hispanics
Figure 29: Hispanics’ personal ownership of technology products, by age, January 2017

Less-affluent Hispanics prioritize devices
Figure 30: Hispanics’ personal ownership of technology products, by household income, January 2017

Content drives Hispanics’ household ownership of devices
Figure 31: Hispanics’ household ownership of technology products, January 2017

Standalone DVD and Blu-ray players are falling out of favor
Figure 32: Hispanics’ household ownership of technology products – Select devices and 2015-2017 percent change, January 2017

Hispanics over index, but enthusiasm decreases with acculturation
Figure 33: Purchase intent of technology products – Next 12 months, by Hispanic origin and Hispanics’ level of acculturation, January
2017

Purchase intent driven younger Hispanic men
Figure 34: Hispanics’ purchase intent of technology products – Next 12 months, by gender and age, January 2017

Purchase intent is driven by perception of value
Figure 35: Hispanics’ attitudes toward technology, by age, January 2017

Hispanics close the digital divide
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Figure 36: Internet usage, by Hispanic origin and language spoken at home, October 2010-November 2011 and October
2015-November 2016
Figure 37: Hispanics’ internet usage, by age, October 2015-November 2016

The value of the internet is in its ability to connect
Figure 38: Hispanics’ perceived benefits of the internet, by level of acculturation, January 2017

Hispanics over index for using less-conventional devices to access the internet
Figure 39: Devices Hispanics used to access the internet in the past three months, indexed to all, January 2017

Hispanics aged 18-44 use the most devices to access the internet
Figure 40: Number of devices Hispanics used to access the internet in the past three months, by age, January 2017

More-affluent Hispanics can afford more devices
Figure 41: Number of devices Hispanics used to access the internet in the past three months, by household income, January 2017

Internet is instrumental for Hispanics looking to find things to do

Email is still in

Free streaming videos, but also paid ones

The internet may help keep Hispanics bicultural
Figure 42: Devices Hispanics use for online activities – Any device, indexed to all, January 2017

Hispanics use multiple devices to do different activities online

Free streaming videos vs paid streaming videos
Figure 43: Correspondence Analysis – Devices Hispanics use for online activities, January 2017

Figure 44: Devices Hispanics use for online activities, by devices used, January 2017
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